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2018 ANC - Hobart
John Pearson

The 2018 Australian National Championships
was held in Hobart from the 28th of July to the
9th of August.
Representative teams from
Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland, the
ACT, South Australia and Western Australia
competed in all events, with Tasmania fielding
teams in the Open, Womens and Seniors
competition; the Northern Territory were not
represented this year - my sources tell me the
prospect of leaving the tropics for Tasmania in
July was just too daunting for all but a brave few.

Kevin Lange) were unable to repeat the success
of last year's first place finish, with ACT taking a
10.65 point carry-over into the finals and winning
3 of the 6 stanzas in the finals, but unable to
hold out against a strong performance from the
NSW team of Julian Foster, David Weston, Peter
Buchen, Matthew Thomson, Nye Griffiths and
Johnno Newman.
SA's Women's team (Therese Demarco, Susan
Emerson, Lori Smith, Barbara Travis, Dianne
Marler and Pam Morgan-King) fared rather
better, coming out ahead on IMPS in their headto-head encounters against each of the other
teams except Queensland and finishing third
after the qualifying rounds, but losing to a
strong performance from NSW in the playoff.
WA (Viv Wood, Jane Reynolds, Shizue
Futaesaku, Wendy Driscoll, Leone Fuller and
Marnie Leybourne) went into the final with a 7.16
point cǎrry-forward, and in a close final improved
their lead over NSW by just 1 IMP to win the
event.

The Open team - John Zollo, David Middleton, Judy Hocking, Zoli Nagy,
Roger Januszke and Kevin Lange

Our Open team (Zoli Nagy, David Middleton,
Roger Januszke, John Zollo, Judy Hocking and
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The Women's Team, with Sue Lusk - Therese Demarco, Di Marler, Sue
Lusk, Barbara Travis, Lori Smith and Pam Morgan-King; not pictured Sue Emerson

Our Seniors team (David Anderson, Jeff Travis,
Russel Harms, Attilio De Luca, John Smith and
Ian Hilditch) also performed well, starting
strongly, never falling below fourth place and
finished the qualifying rounds in third place,
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playing off against ACT for a spot in the finals.
Leading by 26 IMPS with one stanza to go, they
were unable to hold off ACT in the final set of
boards. The final was a one-sided affair, with
NSW (David Beauchamp, Mike Hughes, Pauline
Gumby, Warren Lazer, Peter Gill and Elliott
Kaplan) winning by 70 IMPS, making short work
of an ACT team who were presumably
exhausted by their titanic struggle in the playoff.

and Ron Cooper winning the Open Butler; and
Bill Bradshaw and Peter Dieperink performing
well to finish fourth in the Restricted Butler,
which was won by NT's Jinsong Zhou and Chris
Depasquale—perhaps their success will inspire
more of their fellow-Territorians to contemplate
travelling south to Melbourne for the 2019 ANC.

Teacher Training
Jinny Fuss

The first weekend in September was a busy one
for many of the State’s current and aspiring
teachers. The ABF National Teacher Training
Coordinator, Joan Butts, visited Adelaide to run
two Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
days.
SA Seniors Team - David Anderson, Jeff Travis, Ian Hilditch, Russel
Harms, John Smith and Attilio DeLuca

In the Youth event our team - Lauren Travis,
David Gue, Ben Curtis, Jamie Simpson, George
Bartley and Jarvis Dunsford - did particularly
well, winning 11 out of 15 matches in the
qualifying rounds; they performed strongly in the
final against NSW (Nico Ranson, John
McMahon, Hong Pui Edmond Lee, Crispy
Rhodes, Matt Smith and Tomer Libman), losing
by just 19.31 IMPs after a disappointing final
match.
This is Lauren's last year playing in the Youth
team, and we hope the experience will stand our
other, younger pairs in good stead for future
events. You can read Lauren's account of her
experience in her article on page 3.
As well as the Teams competition, there were
Butler Pairs competitions and a number of other
side events. Results of note include Joe Haffer
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On the Saturday Joan conducted CPD4,
Teaching Declarer Play to 16 eager attendees
and on the Sunday it was CPD2, All About
Defence for 17 people. There was lots of
enthusiastic discussion and quite a few laughs
as we discovered we didn’t know quite as much
as we thought we did!
As a result of her participation this weekend,
Margaret Neumeister from the Gawler and
District and Port Pirie Bridge Clubs achieved full
accreditation as a teacher of bridge. The only
other accredited teachers in South Australia are
Arthur Porter and Julia and Bruce Hendry.
Several other people have almost completed the
requirements.
All those attending (some for the first time)
agreed that the weekend was very worthwhile
and felt very strongly that Joan should be invited
back to conduct the other two CPDs.
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Unfortunately, this is unlikely to happen this year
as the rest of the SABF Management Committee
has yet to agree.
Thanks to SABA for the use of their premises,
and to the SABF for organising the weekend and
for providing lunch. Mostly importantly, many
thanks to Joan for making the effort to come to
Adelaide and share her expertise.
Margaret Neumeister and Jinny Fuss join Arthur Porter,
Bruce Hendry and Julia Hendry in having completed the
ABF's teacher accreditation process. The ABF awarded
Phil Gue, David Lusk and Barbara Travis the status of
Honorary Teaching Fellows in January 2017, in
recognition of their long-term experience and standing
-Ed. .

SA Youth in Hobart
Lauren Travis

South Australia's Youth Team at this year’s
Australian National Championships contained a
mixture of (relative) maturity and inexperience. It
was the last youth event I was eligible to play in
and David Gue was playing his fifth ANC, while
our other teammates were quite green. Given
the NSW and WA Youth Teams were littered with
representatives from past and present Australian
Junior Teams, not many external expectations
were placed upon us.

SA's Youth Team - David Gue, Jamie Simpson, Lauren Travis, Jarvis
Dunsford, Ben Curtis and George Bartley
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We performed well throughout the preliminary
rounds, securing a place in the final against
NSW with one match remaining. Interestingly,
with the exception of only one round NSW and
SA led the field throughout the qualifying rounds.
After qualifying for the final, our attention turned
to beating a very strong NSW line-up who had
annihilated the competition in 2017.
We gained a handy 13 IMPs on this board from
the second stanza, courtesy of Jamie Simpson:
Board 20

♠K982
♥KT6
♦T984
♣T3

♠A4
♥AQ8
♦AKQJ62
♣Q7

Dealer: West
Vul: All

♠Q5
♥J43
♦5
♣AK86542
♠JT763
♥9752
♦73
♣J9

Sitting West, Jamie opened 2♣ and heard his
partner, George Bartley, respond 3♣. He bid
3♦, George rebid 4♣, and Jamie decided to
keycard with 4NT. George’s 5♥ response
showed 2 keycards without the ♣Q, and Jamie
could see that 7NT would be a very good
contract. Not bad for someone who only started
playing last year and still hates playing NT
contracts, not to mention the added pressure of
playing behind screens and on Vugraph in his
first final!
In the end, we were defeated by 19.31 IMPs.
Despite the final result, we had a fantastic
tournament, and it provided excellent experience
for some up-and-coming youth players as well
as some silverware for the trophy cabinets.
Although I won’t be under 25 next year I’ll be
watching keenly from the sidelines to see the
team go one better.
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Bridge in the City

Graded PairsCongress
Sunday 7th October 2018
2 sessions 10am and 1.30pm
$30 per person includes delicious lunch
Marion RSL Club
31-39 Norfolk Rd
Marion
Red Masterpoints
Contact Sue Phillips 0424680918
or 83766565
or email: suejohnp@tpg.com.au
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Stealing the Auction
John Pearson

If you play against me enough times, sooner or
later you'll probably hear me say: it's hard to get
a good score if you start with a bad auction. If
you have a seat at the table, you're an interested
party in every auction and your part in it makes a
key contribution to your result on the board.
Duplicate bridge is a zero-sum game - your
opponents' good result is your bad result, and
walking away from the auction means having to
make the most of your chances in your
opponents' choice of contract.
Often, the hand clearly belongs to one side or
the other: someone opens, their partner
responds, and if they find a fit then as likely as
not they bid a game, which may make or fail and
- we hope - you come out of it no worse off than
most of the room.
Other times, things are more evenly divided and
someone opens but their partner doesn't quite
come to the party, and - perhaps after a
balancing auction - one side or the other settles
for a part score at the two or three level, hoping
to better the score they'd get if the opposition
were left to their own devices.
However, things aren't always so clear cut while the oppositon may open the hand it
doesn't preclude your side holding most of the
cards, and with a good fit and suitable hands
you can still hope for more than just a spirited
defence, or a part score contract. This article is
about those hands - and how to give youself the
best chance of finding a game contract, even if
the opposition get to speak first, without
exposing yourself to unreasonable risk.
At the risk of stating the obvious, if you're going
to bid - or try to bid - a game after the opponents
have opened, then either you or your partner is
going to have to make the first move and enter
the auction. First and foremost, you want to
SABF Newsletter

avoid the situation where between you and your
partner you have the resources to make a game
contract, but neither of you feels justified in
entering the auction. But at the same time, you
want to avoid rescuing the opposition from a
contract they can't make if you can't do any
better yourselves.
Ignoring for the moment strong 1NT overcalls
and "specialty" bids like Michael's Cue bids,
there are two main ways into the auction after
the opponents open - a simple overcall, or a
take-out double. An overcall is typically a fair
hand with a longish suit, and a take-out double
shows a stronger hand - opening values or so that's asking for partner's input as to the choice
of a trump suit. In this article, I hope to show
that these two options complement each other and that the standards you require of an overcall
affect what you should have for a take-out
double.
Let's consider the take-out double first. You hold
a fair hand, one you would have opened if you'd
been given the opportunity, but the opposition
got in first. You stil don't know whose hand it is
really, but you don't want to miss out. So, you
make a take-out double; right?
Well, maybe. If the auction is going to die at the
2 or 3 level, you'll need to make 5 or 6 tricks in
defence to get a positive, but 8 or 9 as declarer that's an extra 3 or so tricks you'll be looking for,
on the strength of getting your partner to pick a
trump suit.
If your hand looked like this:
♠QJ8
♥A985
♦KJ3
♣QT9
you would certainly open it; but if your
opponents opened 1♠ (or even 1♦) in front of
you, should you double?
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I'd suggest not. Whether as declarer or in
defence, you have some prospect of at least one
trick in each suit - that's between 3 and 5 tricks
regardless of who wins the auction, which
means before you even open your mouth your
side is well on its way towards expecting a
positive score on the board. If your partner can
chip in an honour trick or two, then it's likely the
opposition will be hard pressed to make any
contract beyond the 1 level. Conversely, if your
partner can't produce those tricks then you will
also struggle to make a contract unless you can
generate 4 or so tricks by ruffing, and those ruffs
aren't going to come from your hand - partner
will need to have both a shortage and a trump
suit of 5 cards at the very least, as well as some
measure of luck.
As for the prospect of making a game on this
hand, that appears remote - while you hold
13HCP, you also have 8 Losers (by the Losing
Trick Count), which means that to make
4♥ you're hoping to find partner with at least 4
Hearts and no more than about 6 losers
themselves - you need partner to have a hand
that's even more suitable for play in Hearts than
yours is; but for all you know, he has not 4
Hearts but 4 Clubs, or - even worse - 4 Spades.
With a hand this flat, I'd suggest that you're best
off passing and awaiting further developments:
you have some values and a few tricks, but in
terms of finding your own contract you really
need your partner to do an awful lot of the heavy
lifting.
On the other hand, if the opponents opened
1♠ and you held these cards:
♠J
♥Q983
♦KJ87
♣AT62
you have only 11HCP (and that's counting your
singleton ♠J at full value) but also only 7 Losers,
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and any 4-card suit in partner's hand (other than
Spades) would do fine as a trump suit. You still
have some defence, but your Spade shortage
offers a ready-made opportunity to generate
extra tricks in your own choice of contract. And
if your partner happens to have a fair hand and a
good fit for your Hearts, you're within sight of
game.
My general advice is that a good take-out double
• Is a hand you would have opened;
• Has no more than 7 losers;
• Has support for the unbid suits,
especially the majors.
The further it is from the "ideal" shape (4 card
support for whatever suit your partner might
name), the better it needs to be; a 4441 11count is one thing, but if you're a 3334 you need
to bring rather more to the party to justify looking
for a game opposite a hand that won't enter the
auction themselves.
So you wistfully pass with your 4333 13-count,
LHO responds 1NT to opener's 1♠, and it's your
partner's turn to call. What are they to do?
Assuming they don't have a take-out double of
their own, it's down to an overcall. They heard
you pass, so they know you won't have a good
hand, 7 losers and 4-card support for whatever
suit they may like the look of; maybe some of
those things, but probably not all of them. Being
an optimist, or at least remembering what
happened last time your side missed a game in
a contested auction, they look at their hand and
do some arithmetic.
If they have a 5-card suit, then a lack of 4-card
support isn't necessarily a major issue: 3 would
be enough for the side to have an 8 card fit; if
they have 8 or fewer losers, then even a hand
that couldn't double or call themselves may well
have enough to make a contract at the 3 level
plausible, and even 4 is still possible.
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So if they are prepared to make an overcall at
the 1 or 2 level with a 5-card suit and an 8-loser
hand then there's every reason to believe you
won't miss a game, even if you resist the
temptation to make a take-out double on a
marginal hand.
Suppose they held these cards:
♠6
♥QT742
♦AT4
♣K732
Hardly an imposing hand: it has only 9 HCP, but
it does feature a 5 card Heart suit and has only 7
losers. If the opponents opened 1♠ in front of
me and I held these cards, I'd have no qualms in
bidding 2♥.
Let's go back to that 13 count we didn't double
on before:
♠QJ8
♥A985
♦KJ3
♣QT9
If partner has overcalled 2♥, you've got to feel
encouraged - a 9 card fit, 8 losers and prospects
of tricks in side suits - well worth an advance to
3♥. Partner may not feel they have the best
overcall in the world, but they have a loser "in
reserve" and if they continue on to 4H, they have
genuine prospects—well worth a try when
scoring in IMPS, at least.
Most players would probably be fine with
overcalling 2♥ on that hand; but what about this
one:
♠7
♥JT632
♦AT76
♣K54
Only 8 points and a poor suit, but nonetheless 8
losers and a 5 card Major; and while you may be
reluctant to advance to 4♥, the fact of the matter
SABF Newsletter

is that if you got a Diamond lead - or guessed
who to play for the Queen - you're well on your
way to 10 tricks. Depending on the auction and
my position at the table I would overcall on this
hand, but many players would balk at the
prospect: it's only 8 HCP plus a singleton, and
the overcall has very poor lead-directing
properties.
But here's my point: if I'm prepared to overcall on
a hand like this, then there's no pressure on my
partner to take any action on that balanced 13
count: their hand has good defensive prospects,
and if I don't have 8 losers and a 5 card suit then
the prospects for game are slim indeed.
Which is not to say that you should overcall as
freely as I might: it's ultimately a matter of
partnership style, and calling with a suit that
poor will see you punished from time to time;
and even I try to always check the vulnerability,
consider what the auction suggests I might
expect of partner, which hand the opponents'
resources are contentrated in, and how that
affects our prospects before stepping into the
fray.
But setting your standards for a simple overcall
too high means that you may miss close games
from time to time unless you make a
corresponding downward adjustment in your
standards for a take-out double; and that comes
with its own risks.

Appeals Advisor
David Lusk has graciously agreed to be the
appeal advisor for SABF events conducted at
SABA on Thursday nights until the end of the
year.
We are also very fortunate that Jon Hunt has
agreed to act as an alternate Appeal Advisor,
should that prove necessary.
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You’re invited!
Bridge at Beaumont’s
1st Birthday Congress
When?

Sunday 11 November
9.30am - approx. 5.15pm

Where?

Mt Osmond Golf Club, 60 Mt Osmond Road, Mt Osmond

What?

2-session Graded Matchpoint Pairs with Red Masterpoints
Full Lunch
Sessional and Overall Prizes
$45 per person / $90 per pair

Who?

Limited to the first 60 fully paid pairs

RSVP

Barbara Travis
barbara.travis@hotmail.com / 0437 919 928
by Thursday 1 November

SABF Newsletter
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ANC Results
ITC 2018 ANC OPEN TEAMS
1. NSW: J Foster, D Weston, P Buchen, M
Thomson, N Griffiths, J Newman
2. ACT: D Lilley, G Kozakos, B Coles, M
Bourke, D Appleton, P Reynolds

ITC 2018 ANC WOMENS TEAMS

1. WA: V Wood, J Reynolds, S Futaesaku, W
Driscoll, L Fuller, M Leybourne
2. NSW: S Humphries, S Ashton, F Lyons, H
Cusworth, L Ichilcik, L Kalmin

ITC 2018 ANC SENIORS TEAMS
1. NSW: D Beauchamp, M Hughes, P Gumby,
W Lazer, P Gill, E Kaplan
2. ACT: A De Livera, S Mullamphy, D Hoffman,
R Brightling, R Crichton, P Crichton

ITC 2018 ANC YOUTH TEAMS

1. NSW: N Ranson, J McMahon, H Lee, C
Rhodes, M Smith, T Libman
2. SA: L Travis, D Gue, B Curtis, J Simpson, G
Bartley, J Dunsford

TBIB OPEN BUTLER
1. J Haffer, R Cooper
2. M McManus, M Ware
3. T Nunn, M Vadas

TBIB WOMENS BUTLER
1. M Leybourne, L Fuller
2. M Bookallil, J Tutty
3. C Herden, J Mott

TBIB SENIORS BUTLER
1. A Robbins, D Newlands
2. P Gumby, W Lazer
3. A Kanetkar, R Limaye

TBIB RESTRICTED BUTLER
1. J Zhu, C Depasquale
2. R Karim, G Sulykos
3. K Zhao, C England

2. Judy Hocking, Kevin Lange
3. Ian Afflick, Paul Collins

PENLINE OPEN TEAMS

1. Eva Samuel, Peter Hollands, Justin Mill,
Andrew Hegedus
2. Kim Frazer, Jamie Ebery, Sue Ingham,
Michael Courtney

PENLINE RESTRICTED TEAMS
1. Winny Chan, Aijun Yang, Lyn Tracey, Mick
Fawcett
2. Bruce Lamont, Chris Carolan, David
Marshall, John Cummings

LAUNCESTON BC ANC SWISS PAIRS
1. Sue Ingham, Michael Courtney
2. Stephen Burgess, Simon Andrew
3. Jamie Ebery, Kim Frazer

KINGBOROUGH SWISS PAIRS
1. N Ranson, J McMahon
2. P Brayshaw, C Mulley
3. P Gumby, W Lazer

KINGBOROUGH RESTRICTED SWISS
1. J Keating, G Hills
2. T Legge, N Cook
3. A Egan, A Bartlett

DEVONPORT BC MATCHPOINT PAIRS
1. Darryl Smith, Guray Sunamak
2. Dave Munro, Chris Ingham
3. James Wallis, Bill Nash

EASTERN SHORE BC FLIGHTED PAIRS
1. Felicity Smyth, Bob Cox
2. James Wallis, Bill Nash
3. Bronwyn Fuller, Darryl Smith

EASTERN SHORE RESTRICTED PAIRS
1. Anna Egan, Annie Bartlett
2. Michael Bratt, Richard Hughes
3. Sue Martin, Sue Falkingham

INTERSTATE PAIRS CHAMPIONSHIP
1. Jane Tyson, Robert Tyson
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SABF Results
STATE TEAMS PHASE I

UNDER-GRAND GNOT TEAMS

1. David Anderson, Ian Hilditch, Roger
Januszke, John Zollo
2. Nicolas Croft, Mike Doecke, Jarrad Dunbar,
Joachim Haffer, David Parrott, George
Smolanko
3. Peter Chan, Attilio De Luca, David Gue, Phil
Gue, David Lusk

OPEN TRIALS QUALIFYING

1. Joanne Bakas, Bill Bradshaw, Peter
Dieperink, Tassi Georgiadis
2. Alex Bremner, Bevin Brooks, Milton Hart,
Ceda Nikolic
3. George Bartley, Jarrad Dunbar, David Gue,
Jamie Simpson

GLENELG CONGRESS - SECTION A
1. Bill Bradshaw & Lori Smith
2. Helen Kite & Bernadine Lynch
3. Paul Hudson & John Zollo

1. Jeff Fallon & Angela Norris
2. Therese Demarco & Susan Emerson
3. Marc Deaton & George Evans

GLENELG CONGRESS - SECTION B

REGIONAL GNOT TEAMS
1. Bronny Colmer, Peter Colmer, Wendy
Hopkins, John Smith
2. Glynn Evans, Robert Hecker, Liz Lock, Les
Wozniczka
3. Alison Sturgul, John Sturgul, Maggie
Truscott, Nick Truscott

1. Alex Bremner & Milton Hart
2. Brian & Carolyn Leach
3. Anne Harris & Sharmini Hoole

GLENELG CONGRESS - SECTION C
1. Tim Angley & Cynthia Brinkman
2. Genevieve Donnelly & Kathleen Smith
3. Patricia McGaffin & Michael Oei

Coming Events
Upcoming SABF Events September 2018 – November 2018
The full Calendar of Events for 2018 is available online at
http://sabridgefederation.com.au/docs/Calendar_of_Events/SABF_Calendar_2018.pdf
State Singles Championship

SABA

7:30pm 3/9, 10/9, 17/9, 24/9

State Teams Phase II

SABA

7:30pm 13/9, 20/9, 27/9, 4/10, 11/10

State Mixed Pairs Championship

SABA

9:30am 23/9

State Pairs Qualifying

SABA

7:30pm 25/10, 1/11, 8/11

State Teams Final

SABA

7:30pm 30/10, 6/11, 13/11, 20/11, 27/11, 4/12

State Pairs Final

SABA

7:30pm 15/11, 22/11, 6/12

State Pairs Consolation

SABA

7:30pm 15/11, 22/11, 29/11, 6/12

State Seniors Pairs Championship

Marion RSL

9:30am 18/11

SABF Christmas Party

SABA

7:30pm 13/12

Swiss Individual

SABA

7:30pm 20/12

SABF Newsletter
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SABF Club Events
SABA Teams

SABA

7:30pm 28/9, 5/10, 12/10

Bridge in the City Congress

Marion

10:00am 7/10

Rivierland Congress - Pairs

Loxton

10:00am 27/10

Rivierland Congress - Teams

Loxton

10:00am 28/10

Gawler Teams Congress

Gawler

9:30am 3/11

Bridge at Beaumont Birthday Congress

Mt Osmond

9:30am 11/11

SABF Newsletter
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SABF Matters
2018 Management Committee
President

Adel Abdelhamid <aabdelha@icloud.com>

Secretary

Angela Norris <southaustbridgefed@gmail.com>

Treasurer

Paul Walker <pvwalker@gmail.com>

Youth Coordinator

Justin Williams <nitsuj68@hotmail.com>

Member

John Zollo <gzollo@bigpond.net.au>

Club Delegates:
ABC

Phil Gue

Alexandrina

John Elliott

Barossa

Jill or Evan Allanson

Beaumont

Barbara Travis

Bridge in the City

Sue Phillips

Gawler

Paul Walker

Glenelg

Jeanette Lunnie

Reynella

David Anderson

SABA

David Parrott & John Smith

St Vincents

Jinny Fuss

Functionaries:
Masterpoint
Secretary

David Anderson <revoke1@live.com>

Webmaster

David Anderson <revoke1@live.com>

Tournament Committee
• David Anderson
• David Parrott
• Carole Foreman
• Bob Clarke
• Arthur Porter
• Felicity Smyth
• Sheila Bird
Contact members of this
committee about issues
relating to the timing, format,
and organising of SABF
events.
Education & Training
Committee
• David Parrott
• Jill Allanson
• John Elliott
The SABF Newsletter is
produced for the SA Bridge
Federation by John and Terry
Pearson. Submissions are
always welcome by email to
sabf- news@huiac.com

Want the SABF Newsletter delivered directly to your inbox?
Mail sabfnews.list-subscribe@huiac.com and
reply to the confirmation message to be added to our distribution list.
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